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- Several optimization tools- Scheduled scans for finding errors and fixing them- Delayed Start-up for saving battery life- Boot
time optimization- Startup Time Optimization- Scanning for all kinds of errors- Quick Search for registry, cached files, boot

records, file extensions, file names, shell extensions, startup files, startup entries and anything else related to Windows-
Common Searches to find everything relevant to the computer- Cleaning and Scanning for unused DLLs, fonts, application
information, file extensions, file names, shell extensions and startup lists- Scanning for duplicates, both images and videos-

Encryption of documents, pictures, videos, music, audio, cookies, etc.- Scanning for duplicate files on the hard disk- Scanning
for system logs- Speed Up for a faster computer- Scanning for the Operating System, all installed programs, boot records and

other information- Scanning for startup and programs before Windows starts- Scanning for applications and DLLs that have not
been started in the last 30 days- Scanning for applications that may run at startup and keep the computer running- Scanning for
duplicate DLLs, fonts and images in the Start Menu and for temporary files- Scanning for password and account information

and info for local users- Dealing with Unnecessary SearchEngines- Delete temporary files and download logs- Optimize startup
records for a faster computer- Secure the computer by erasing browsing and Internet history logs and cookies- Reclaim space by

removing unnecessary files- Erase history and clean the Internet browser cache- Remove unused DLLs- Reclaim space on the
hard disk- Erase history, cookies and search engines for a faster computer- Secure the computer by erasing browsing and

Internet history logs and cookies- Erase history and clean the Internet browser cache- Remove unused DLLs- Erase history and
clean the Internet browser cache- Remove temporary files and other unnecessary information- Erase history, cookies and search

engines for a faster computer- Erase history, cookies and search engines for a faster computer- Remove duplicate images,
videos and music files- Erase history, cookies and search engines for a faster computer- Erase history, cookies and search

engines for a faster computer- Erase temporary files- Erase history, cookies and search engines for a faster computer- Erase
temporary files- Erase temporary files- Erase history, cookies and search engines for a faster computer- Erase temporary files-

Erase history, cookies and search engines for a faster computer- Er

PerfectSpeed PC Optimizer [Mac/Win]

KEYMACRO enables Mac users to assign keyboard shortcuts to your favorite programs, services and apps. Quickly switch
between open applications, control iTunes, download torrents, and even play games with a single keystroke, all with no menu bar

and no mouse. This universal keyboard shortcut tool supports all major Mac apps, including Safari, Mail, iMovie, TextMate,
Finder, and Photoshop, and is completely free! Your Mac is your best friend but your Mac can be slow! Do you want to

optimize it? Doesn't it feel like your Mac is running like a Pentium III? Is it difficult to find your lost files and folders? And
what about the slow Internet speed? You can optimize your Mac with simple steps and tools. PerfectSpeed Mac Optimizer is the
ultimate solution to fix slow loading speed, lost files, and slow Internet. The app is very easy to use. Just add or remove any tools

from the program, as you wish. And there is no need to go through the main window in order to use any of the tools. Before
using any of the tools, you can run the security scan by the utility. Moreover, the safety scan can scan for any malicious viruses
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or malware. Once the scan is over, the app can start cleaning the things you wish. There is a powerful Cleaning Manager that can
free up your disk space by deleting unwanted apps, file or folders and optimizes your operating system. It can also remove

unnecessary data, such as obsolete and unwanted databases, videos, music, books and even photos. Additionally, the app can
optimize your Internet connection, and increase your Mac's internet speed. With PerfectSpeed Mac Optimizer, you can run a

scheduled scan in order to make sure that your Mac is always working at its best. The simple interface should be easy to use by
all users, regardless of their level of experience. In order to keep your Mac running fast, you should take certain steps.

PerfectSpeed Mac Optimizer is a great tool that was created to help you manage your Mac. The app includes several tools that
should be useful to users. The interface is pretty clean, and should be easy to handle by all. The main tools are: - Windows

Cleaner - Speed Tweak - Disk Speed Checker - System File Checker - Optimize Your Internet - App Cleaner And the list of
some important features is: - Free to use - Completely 77a5ca646e
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PerfectSpeed PC Optimizer was developed to be a simple and effective tool for Windows. The main objective of the
application is to optimize the computer's performance to provide a smoother user experience. If the computer runs slow, this
tool helps improve its performance by freeing disk space, resolving numerous errors, deleting unnecessary files, junk files,
temporary files, restore the Internet and Windows settings to their default values, perform scheduled scans of the computer and
the Internet, protect your privacy, speed up file searches and much more. A useful feature of the program is the ability to
optimize the hard drive without the need to re-install Windows. Key features: - Optimizes your PC to free up disk space. -
Removes unused files on the hard drive. - Optimizes the Registry to remove invalid entries. - Cleans junk files to make the
system run faster. - Erases temporary files from the hard drive. - Removes unnecessary files, such as backup and old files. -
Removes files you don't need anymore. - Removes duplicate files. - Cleans the browsing history and the Internet history. -
Erases Internet cookies and clears the cache. - Protects your privacy by erasing the Internet browsing history, Internet History
logs, and private files. - Removes your recently used files list, browsing history, and most recent sites that you've visited. -
Contains a scheduler for scheduled scans of the computer. - Scans the registry and removes invalid entries. - Free up disk space
and optimize the computer for faster access. - Optimizes the boot time, check for important updates, scan the computer and
repair the Windows environment. - Erases the previous restore points of the Windows environment. - Removes duplicate files,
empty space, and removes registry errors. - Erases Internet browser history, cookies, temp files, browsing history, and Internet
History logs. - Erases the cache. - Delete temporary Internet files. - Protects your privacy by removing browsing history, Internet
browser history, and private files. - Protects your privacy by erasing the Internet browsing history, Internet History logs, and
private files. - Erases Internet cache. - Free up disk space by erasing the temporary Internet files. - Free up disk space by erasing
Internet browser history and temporary Internet files. - Free up disk space by erasing Internet cache. - Free up disk space by
erasing cache. -

What's New in the PerfectSpeed PC Optimizer?

Scan your computer for bad registry entries, duplicate files, unused files and bad shortcuts. Keep your PC running at its fastest
speed. Save time and money. Automatically clean your computer and free up disk space. Maintain privacy online with Cleanup
junk files. Check Internet Explorer bookmarks for security purposes. Reclaim free space on your hard drive and online storage.
Reduce your Internet download and upload speed to other computers. Eliminate browser history, cookies and cache. Scan your
computer for bad shortcuts, virus infestations, and unused files. Device Manager: The best way to see what's going on with your
computer and how to fix it. Make computer fast again - fix your computer in few clicks. Your computer will feel great. PC
Speed Up: Powerful tool to speed up PC and give you a real boost. Using this tool you'll get the best performance of your PC in
a few seconds. PC Speed Up Pro: Powerful tool to speed up PC and give you a real boost. Using this tool you'll get the best
performance of your PC in a few seconds. Mouse Spinner: Move the mouse smoothly and fast. It can be useful for those who
can not move the mouse quickly. The program can spin the mouse so that it can move more smoothly. MouseKey: MouseKey
can record mouse keys. You can record the mouse keys and paste them into any program. Internet Download Manager: Internet
Download Manager is one of the best download managers for optimizing your internet connection speed. It can ensure that you
download the right file and you will get to your download as fast as you can. Network Explorer: Network Explorer is one of the
best network tools in Windows to help you connect to the Internet, connect to the wireless network, ping a hostname or port,
reset TCP/IP settings and much more. Internet Connection Information: Get a comprehensive overview of the device
connections, network adapters, network settings, quality of service, proxy settings and more. You can view the internet
connection type, statistics on how much traffic your device has used and other connection information, such as the number of
peers connected. SpeedTracker: SpeedTracker is a network performance monitoring tool for Windows to help you monitor the
network throughput of your computer. You can monitor various parts of your network to determine the speed of your devices.
Wi-Fi Monitor: Wi-Fi Monitor is a handy tool to check all your wireless network connection and devices. You can check the
wireless signal strength, find the fastest wireless network, and more. It can also check available wireless networks and devices, if
they are connected or not. Wi-Fi Device Detector: Wi-Fi Device Detector is a handy tool to check all your wireless network
connection and devices. You can check the wireless signal strength, find the fastest wireless network, and more.
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System Requirements For PerfectSpeed PC Optimizer:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP2 (32-bit), Windows Vista SP1, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 64-bit Processor:
1.3 GHz Memory: 512 MB Graphics: DirectX 9-compatible with 512MB of video RAM DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive: 100
MB available space Additional Notes: Game may run slow or stutter on low-end PCs Recommended: OS: Windows XP SP2
(32-bit
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